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grounds of review 196–202
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interests preserved 191–3
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sanctions 148–50
family life, protection of 262
financial damage and loss see non-material damage
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rules of conduct, as 27, 208–9
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freedom of the press 262
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protection of 138–41, 199
right to fair trial 262
sanctions 148, 149–50
funding third parties, Member States 30–31, 59–63, 119
annulled acts, effect on 151–5
non-contractual liability, and 277
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general application, acts of 95, 99–100, 122
criteria for determining nature of act 50–51
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equality, principle of 134–5
fundamental rights, protection of 140–41
non-contractual liability actions see non-contractual liability
Plaumann formula 67–74
proportionality, principle of 136–8
review of see incidental review
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general principles of law 129–41, 146
obligations under and failure to act 198
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grounds of review
annulment proceedings see under annulment
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procedural see procedural guarantees
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incidental review 208–9
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reform 169
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immigration 226
impartiality, requirement of 262, 273–4
implementing measures and basic acts 111–13
implied powers, doctrine of 106
importers 80–81, 89, 261, 269, 285, 293
inaction, reviewability of 16, 280
interest on compensation 291
interim relief, and 299
incidental review 203–38
direct and indirect review 203–4
illegality, plea of 204–13
acts subject to challenge 207–10
acts producing legal effects 209, 210
‘regulation’ widely interpreted 207–9
time-limits 210
grounds of review and effect of inapplicability 213
parties able to bring challenges 211–13
nature and scope 205–7
TFEU, and 327–8
validity review 213–38
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access to national courts 234–5
competence of national courts 232–3
disadvantages 235–6
procedural limitations 236–7
remedy lacking 233–4
grounds of review 227
judgment, effects of 228–31
binding on national courts 228–31
limiting effects 229–31
retroactive effect 229
jurisdiction of ECJ 214–21
court or tribunal of Member state 214–15
decision necessary 220–21
question raised 218–20
reviewable acts 215–18
time-limits 216–17
national courts, powers and obligations 221–7
interim relief 222–6
limitations on declarations 221–2
special regimes
Member states accepting jurisdiction 227
visas, asylum and immigration 226
Lisbon Treaty, and 321–2
indirect and direct review see incidental review
individual and direct review concern 9, 47, 115–17
annulment proceedings
direct concern 54–66
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directives 64–5
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Lisbon Treaty, and 321
nature of act, relationship with 47, 52–3, 66–74, 75–95, 99–100
Plaumann formula see Plaumann formula
failure to act proceedings 194–6
individual application, acts of 122, 135
duty to give reasons 115–16
fundamental rights, protection of 140–41
Lutticke test, and 274
proportionality, principle of 137–8
review of 203
see also annulment
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information, provision of 23–4
infringement
meaning in non-contractual liability
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Treaty, of see EC Treaty
injunctions 300
inquiry
establishment of, not reviewable 24
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inspection of documents see disclosure
‘institution’, meaning of 242–3
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intention to have legal effects 12
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rates 291
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interim relief 222–6, 298–329
Art. 242, suspension of act under 299
Art. 243, interim measures under 300
limits on scope 301–3
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requirements for grant of 303–18
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prima facie case 303–5
urgency 305–6, 308–9
damage, nature of 306–8
manifest urgency 315
necessity for interim measures 306
serious and irreparable harm 308–9
private parties, and 309–13
financial damage 309–12
public authorities, and 313–15
interests claimed 313–14
serious and irreparable damage 314–15
procedure 318–20
TFEU, and 329
interlocutory judgments 290, 297
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international agreements
actions for annulment 126–9
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obligations under and failure to act 198
law 127–9
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right to fair hearing 118, 119
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judicial panels 5
judgments
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form and effects, failure to act proceedings in 201–2
interlocutory 290, 297
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legal
basis
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participation rights affected 44, 107–8
strict review 108, 148
voting rights affected 107
certainty, principle of 36, 129–31, 204–5, 229, 236
Art. 231, effects of annulment limited by 152–5
legality, principle of, and 35, 36, 204–5
non-existent acts, and 35, 36
public interest, and 316
re-examination precluded where no challenge 32–3
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justification for 183, 185
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effects, criterion of 173–81, 209
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persons see private parties
position, change in 12, 37–40
legality, principle of 35, 205
legal certainty, principle of, and, 35, 36, 204–5
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legislative acts and legislation 52–3, 69–70, 87–9, 93–4
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-contractual liability</td>
<td>239–97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attributable acts</td>
<td>241–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attributable to Community institutions</td>
<td>242–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning of ‘act’</td>
<td>241–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘institution’</td>
<td>242–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance of duties by servants</td>
<td>242, 243–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interim relief</td>
<td>299, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liability for attributable acts</td>
<td>244–97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
autonomous nature of Art. 288(2) 244–6
annulment of act not required 245–6
Lütticke test 244–5
causation 291–7
direct causal link 291–5
other factors excluding 295–7
damage 283–91
material loss 285–8
non-material damage 289–91
joint liability and exhaustion of national remedies joint liability 246–7
national remedies, exhaustion of 247–50
substantive test: lawful act 278–83
‘unusual and special damage’ 280–83
substantive test: unlawful act 250–78
from Schöppenstedt formula to Bergaderm 250–56
liability, stringent requirements for 251–4
meaning of ‘legislation’ 252
Member states, liability of, and discretion 253–6
standard in EC liability, discretion as criterion for 254–5
rule of law, breach of 257
rules intended to confer rights on individuals 257–64
concept of ‘right’ 259–60
direct effect and rights conferred on individuals 258–9
interests of private individuals 260–61
principles and rules conferring rights on individuals 261–2
duty to give reasons excluded 262–3
sound administration, principle of 263–4
sufficiently serious breach 264–78
discretionary acts: manifest and grave disregard 264–7
non-discretionary acts 274–8
administrative acts 274–5
Lütticke test 274
time-limits 297
role of ECJ in developing principles 240–41
TFEU, and 328
non-discretionary acts 274–8
non-discrimination see equality
non-existent acts 34–7
costs 37
legal certainty, and 35, 36
manifest defects 35–6
non-material damage 289–91, 309–12
non-privileged applicants 45–100, 167–9, 171
notification 101–2
‘objectively determined situations’ 68–72, 76–86, 87–95, 98–9
OLAF 24, 25, 216, 241
causation in non-contractual liability 292–3
impartiality, principle of, and 273–4
non-material damage, and 289
Ombudsman 173, 175, 193, 241
‘institution’, as 243
omissions see inaction
open class
criteria for determining nature of an act 50–51
Plaumann formula, and 67–9, 98–9 extension of 74–5, 76–95
opinions
failure to adopt 175
legal effects not produced 23–4, 322
not reviewable 12, 174
oral decisions reviewable 12
ordinary legislative procedure 168, 169
participation in procedures 44, 74–5, 76–86
anti-dumping 79–82
breach of rights 124–5
competition 77–9
private parties 76–7
rights affected
impact on competence 107–8
legal basis, choice of 44
semi-privileged applicants 44
state aid 82–5
performance of duties 242, 243–4
personal injury 277, 289
contributory negligence 296
pillars 6, 9, 11
Lisbon Treaty, and 165, 321
Plaumann formula 9, 56, 66, 213–14, 257, 265, 324
interpretation of individual concern, restrictive 67–74, 96–8
closed class and acts of general application 69–74
open class and acts of general application 67–9
liberalisation of formula 74–94
procedural rights in adoption of acts 76–86
anti-dumping 79–82
competition 77–9
state aid 82–5
specific
economic effects 91–3
effects on rights 93–4
substantive protection under EC law 87–91

policy
Art. 231, effects of annulment limited by 152
choices 136, 138, 140
review 145, 146–7
power of appraisal see appraisal preliminary rulings 6
preparatory acts 17–23, 322
non-adoption producing legal effects 176–81
prerogatives, safeguarding 40–45
presumption
innocence, of 262
validity, of 298
private parties 3, 4, 119
annulled acts 151–5
complaints 22
disclosure to complainant 21
directives, and 64
impartiality, requirement of, protecting 262
indirect review see incidental review
interests protected by rules 260–61
invoking directly effective provisions 259
legislative acts, no challenge to 46
misuse of power rule protecting 262
non-contractual liability actions 244
participation in procedures 76–7
proportionality, principle of 136
rights, conferred on
direct effect, and 258–9
fundamental rights by 262
general principles of law by 261–2
sound administration, principle of, by 263–4
standing see locus standi
rules liberalised by Lisbon Treaty 9, 167–9
third pillar acts, no direct review of 9
privileged applicants 40–41, 172, 175, 203, 211–13
procedural
guarantees 76–86, 94–5, 201, 323
illegalities 162
requirements, essential
infringement of 9, 113, 122–5
review 145
rights of defence 117–24
proceedings
commencement of act, as 241
not reviewable 21
procurement 296–7, 311
property, right to, public interest and 316
proportionality, principle of 135–8, 265
jus cogens, and 148, 149
Lisbon Treaty, and 166
rights on individuals, conferring 261–2
public
health 308, 314–15, 316, 317
interest 262, 265, 316–17
damage to, interim relief in 316
fundamental rights, and 139
Member states, defending 313
requirements 266, 269
safety 316
publication 9, 101–2

quasi-judicial determinations, locus
standi and 100

reasons, see duty to give reasons
recommendations
failure to adopt 175
not reviewable 12, 174
reviewable under Art. 234 EC 216
reconsideration 30, 31–3
principle of legal certainty, and 33
re-examination
precluded where no challenge
32–3
void acts annulled, after 160–61
refusals and requests
reviewability of 13–17, 56
failure to act proceedings, in
187–8
regions, locus standi and 45
regulations 53
anti-dumping 79–82
definition 48–9
direct concern, and 55–6
equality, principle of, breached by
268
illegality, plea of see illegality under
incidental review
individual concern, and 53, 74,
80–82, 91–2
TFEU, and 167–9
interpretation, wide, in Art. 241 EC
207–10
legislative nature 48
liability for 251–3
locus standi, and 46
retroactivity 70
validity review, and 215–18
regulatory acts
non-legislative of general
application, as see general
application
TFEU, in 167–9
remedies, national, exhaustion of
247–50
remission and repayment cases, right
to hearing in 121

retroactivity 59, 130–32, 294, 315
appeals, interim relief actions in 320
Art. 231 EC 151
failure to act proceedings 185
regulation, and 70
validity review, and 229
review
grounds of
annulment proceedings see under
annulment
failure to act proceedings see
under failure
incidental review see under
incidental
intensity of 145–50
reviewable acts 12–40
confirmatory acts, reviewability of
27–33
new factors, impact of 28–33
reconsideration 30, 31–3
principle of legal certainty, and
33
definition 12–13
future conduct, expression of 33–4
information, provision of, not
reviewable 23–4
internal rules and guidelines,
reviewability of 24–7
new rights, creation of 25–6
international agreements,
reviewability of 34
legal position, change in 37–40
non-existent acts 34–7
legal certainty, and 35, 36
manifest defects 35–6
preparatory acts not reviewable
17–23, 33
reform 165–6
requests, refusal to accede,
reviewability of 13–17
validity review, and 215–18
‘right’, concept of 259–60
right to
be heard see fair hearing
fair trial see fair hearing
rights of defence
fair hearing, and 117–24
infringement of 122–4
inapplicable to legislative acts 145
procedural 113
see also procedural
specific effects on 93–4
rights conferred on individuals see under private parties
rules
conduct, of 26–7, 208–9
guidelines, and see guidelines
procedure, of 125
sanctions 147–50, 295, 306
scientific matters, evaluation of 147
second pillar see pillars
Security Council 147–50
semi-privileged applicants 41–5, 166
participation rights affected 44
servants
immunity in national courts 244
performance of duties 242, 243–4
silence
difficulties caused by 183
not implied refusal 13
time-limits running from 184, 186
sound administration, principle of 262–3
conflicts of interest, and 273
special legislative procedure 168, 169
staff cases 5, 18–19
compulsory retirement 144–5
contributory negligence 296
disciplinary proceedings and right to
fair hearing 118
freedom of expression 139–40
future conduct, expression of 33–4
interest on awards 290
non-material damage, and 289
preparatory steps not reviewable 17
salary scales, departure from 131,
154
termination of contracts 17–18
state aid and subsidies 5, 25–6, 46, 101,
247, 307
beneficiary, legal position of, affected 38
competitors, legal position of, unaffected 39
complaints, consideration of 200
decision as subject-matter of action 28
economic and procedural considerations 39
failure to act 176, 188
fair hearing, right to 119
individual and direct concern 39
locus standi and individual concern 82–5, 323–4
preparatory acts 23
subsidies see state aid
substantive protection, specific 87–91
supervise, failure to 246
suspension of act under Art, 242 EC 299
terrorism see sanctions
TFEU
annulment actions, and 9, 11, 165–6,
170
judicial review, effect of amendments
to 321–39
incidental review, and 204, 210, 218,
227, 234
non-contractual liability cases 240
third pillar 6, 9, 11
validity review 218, 227
third parties and interim relief 303,
316, 317
third pillar see pillars
time-limits 33, 40
annulment actions, in 9
Art. 230 (5) EC, in 101–6
calculation 102–4
exceeding 104–5
extension 104
notification, publication and knowledge 101–2
expiry of 27–8
failure to act proceedings, in 181,
183–6
reasonable period 183–4, 185
incidental review 210
infringement ending 155
interim relief appeals, in 320
justification for 185
non-contractual liability actions 297
reasonable period of time, meaning of 185
validity review, in 216–17
transp0rt policy 188–9, 197–9
Treaty see Amsterdam; EC, Lisbon;
    Nice; TFEU
unity principle 173
unjust enrichment, prohibition of 262
‘unusual and special damage’ 280–83
urgency 305–6, 308–9
damage, nature of 306–8
manifest 315
necessity for interim measures 306
serious and irreparable harm 308–9
private parties, and 309–13
financial damage 309–12
validity review see validity review
under incidental review
visas 226
voting 3
choice of legal basis affecting 107
Council, in 16
majority not reached, no decision when 16
WTO 262, 280, 294–5